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Fresh produce on the garden fence (4)
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11 October 2021, Brandenburg, Beelitz: Fresh produce from a garden is offered on a small table by a garden fence. Often private individuals sell vegetables, fruit, jams or flowers at the roadside. A "cashier of trust" provides the income and trusts in the honesty of the buyers. Photo: Jens Kalaene/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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11 October 2021, Brandenburg, Beelitz: Fresh produce from a garden is offered on a small table by a garden fence. Often private individuals sell vegetables, fruit, jams or flowers at the roadside. A "cashier of trust" provides the income and trusts in the honesty of the buyers. Photo: Jens Kalaene/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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11 October 2021, Brandenburg, Beelitz: Fresh produce from a garden is offered on a small table by a garden fence. Often private individuals sell vegetables, fruit, jams or flowers at the roadside. A "cashier of trust" provides the income and trusts in the honesty of the buyers. Photo: Jens Kalaene/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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11 October 2021, Brandenburg, Beelitz: Fresh produce from a garden is offered on a small table by a garden fence. Often private individuals sell vegetables, fruit, jams or flowers at the roadside. A "cashier of trust" provides the income and trusts in the honesty of the buyers. Photo: Jens Kalaene/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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